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REVIEW ON HIGHER HOMOTOPIES IN THE THEORY
OF H-SPACES
Yutaka Hemmi
Abstract. Higher homotopy in the theory of H-spaces started from
the works by Sugawara in the 1950th. In this paper we review the de-
velopment of the theory of H-spaces associated with it. Mainly there
are two types of higher homotopies, homotopy associativity and homo-
topy commutativity. We give explanations of the polytopes used as the
parameter spaces of those higher forms.
1. Introduction
This paper is prepared for the 60th special edition of Mathematical Jour-
nal of Okayama University. In the journal many important articles have
been published, and among them, Sugawara's paper on H-spaces [56, 57,
58, 60, 59, 61] published in the 50th exerted a signicant degree of inuence
on development of the homotopy theory. In particular, the concept of group-
like space introduced in 1957 was rearranged to An-space by Stashe [53],
and developed to operad by May [45], which has played an important role
not only in mathematics but also in physics. This paper includes a variety
of higher homotopies, organized as follows.
In the next section, we rst give the denition of H-space, the concept of
which appeared after the paper by Hopf [23]. It is sometimes called Hopf
space. As far as the author knows, the term \Hopf space" was rst used
in the paper by Moore and Smith [50] as homotopy associative H-space.
Zabrodsky [69] and Kane [33] used the same term in their books. But it
appeared only in their titles. Kane writes in introduction as follows:
The use of the term \Hopf space" in the cover title was pri-
marily designed to make the subject matter of the book as
clear as possible to non topologists.
In this paper, we only use the term H-space.
We also recall the theorems by Hopf [23] and Borel [7] on the cohomology
of H-space. Moreover, as specic examples, we treat spheres and the Hopf
invariant problem associated with them. As an example of nite H-space,
the Hilton-Roitberg manifold, the total space of a principal S3-bundle over
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S7, is signicant. This is a counter example of the homotopy version of
the Hilbert's fth problem since it has the homotopy type of a topological
group, but not the homotopy type of a Lie group.
From section 3 we review higher homotopy in the theory of H-space. In
general, any higher homotopy describing a structure of H-spaces is given
as a family of maps fhi : Li  Xi ! Y gin. These are called as An-form,
Cn-form and so on. Here, Li is a polytope, which is homeomorphic to an
interval if i is small as 2 or 3. Thus in this case the corresponding map h2
or h3 is just an ordinary homotopy. For greater i, the parameter space Li is
homeomorphic to a higher dimensional disk, whose boundary is covered by
the facets. Each facet is homeomorphic to lower dimensional Ljs (j < i),
and the restriction of hi to each facet is represented by lower hjs (j < i).
This property expresses the compatibility of the family fhigin.
We need a variety of parameter spaces Li depending on higher homotopies
such as associahedra, multiplihedra, permutohedra, resultohedra, permuto-
associahedra and cyclohedra. The construction of these polytopes as subsets
of the euclidean space is an important theme, and there are many attempts
for it. But, in this paper, we focus on the combinatorial properties of these
polytopes. Readers who are interested in the realization of them should refer
to the original papers.
Section 3 recalls An-form, which represents higher homotopy associativ-
ity. We rst deal with the An-form on spaces in 3.2. The parameter spaces
used here are called associahedra. From the homotopy theoretic view point,
topological group, topological monoid and loop space are equivalent con-
cepts. Any space having the homotopy type of such a space admits a homo-
topy associative H-structure. Contrarily, the converse does not hold. The
concept of group-like space by Sugawara was introduced as a property for
an H-space to have the homotopy type of a topological group. A1-space by
Stashe is equivalent to group-like space
In 3.2, we review An-form on maps. A homomorphism between topo-
logical monoids induces a map between their classifying spaces. This is
a homotopy invariant property. Then Sugawara [62] introduced the con-
cept of strongly homotopy-multiplicative such that maps between topologi-
cal monoids with this property induce maps between their classifying spaces.
This is expressed as a form of higher homotopy, and later Stashe [55] reor-
ganized as An-form on maps between topological monoids. The parameter
spaces used for the denition are cubes.
Then Stashe extended the denition of An-form for the case that the
sources of the maps areAn-spaces. Extending the denition to maps between
An-spaces is naturally required. However, the parameter spaces for it are
very complicated. In fact, Stashe says in [55, p.53] as follows:
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\It is also possible to consider maps of An-spaces which re-
spect the structure up to homotopy, but the details are too
complicated to mention completely here."
The parameter spaces of An-form for the case that only the sources of the
maps are An-spaces are associahedra.
The denition of An-form on maps between An-spaces is due to Iwase [26].
Later it appeared in the paper [30] by Iwase and Mimura. The parameter
spaces used in it are called multiplihedra.
Homotopy commutativity comes in section 4. If X is an H-space, then
the loop multiplication of 
X is homotopy commutative. On the other
hand, the converse does not hold. Sugawara [62] considered on what ho-
motopical conditions for a topological monoid X the classifying space BX
of X admits an H-space structure. The property he introduced is a higher
homotopy commutativity called strong homotopy-commutativity. This con-
cept is closely related to the strong homotopy-multiplicative. In fact, if
a monoid X is strong homotopy-commutative, then the multiplication X
is strong homotopy-multiplicative, and so we have a multiplication of BX
as BX  BX ' B(X  X) ! BX. We review in 4.1 strong homotopy-
multiplicative and Sugawara Cn-form dened by McGibbon [46].
In 4.2, we review another higher homotopy commutativity introduced by
Williams [64]. This is dened as a family of higher homotopies between maps
dened by using the action of permutations. The nth parameter space is
called n-permutohedron, which has vertexes corresponding to all permuta-
tions of n letters. This family of polytopes was introduced by Milgram [47]
for the study of iterated loop spaces. We call this type of form as Williams
Cn-form to distinguish it from Sugawara Cn-form.
Williams Cn-form seems natural since dened by considering all permuta-
tions. However, it is weaker than Sugawara Cn-form so that for any Williams
C1-space X, the classifying space BX of X is not necessarily an H-space.
Another form with a similar property to Sugawara Cn-form was dened by
Hemmi and Kawamoto [21] and Kishimoto and Kono [41] by using shues.
The polytopes used as parameter spaces of their higher form are subsets of
permutohedra with vertexes corresponding to some shues, and are home-
omorphic to polytopes called resultohedra.
The higher homotopy commutativity stated so far are all dened on topo-
logical monoids. On the other hand, in denition of Williams Cn-form, we
only consider the product of at most n elements. Thus, the denition can be
generalized to An-spaces. But, to do so, we need polytopes which is hybrid
of the associahedra and the permutohedra. In 4.3, we mention the polytopes
called permuto-associahedra. Incidentally, since resultohedra are realized as
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subsets of permutohedra, we can consider similar hybrid spaces for resulto-
hedra. Kawamoto [38] showed that some of such spaces are homeomorphic
to cyclohedra.
An interesting fact valids for nite H-spaces is the torus theorem proved
by Hubbuck [24]: any connected nite H-space with homotopy commutative
multiplication has the homotopy type of a torus. Prior to Hubbuck, weaker
forms of the above theorem have been obtained by several authors. Araki,
James and Thomas [4] rst proved in the case thatX is a compact connected
Lie group with group multiplication. James [32] extended the result to
compact connected Lie groups with any multiplications.
Lin [42] showed that the torus theorem is essentially on the mod 2 struc-
ture of the H-space. He showed that for a simply connected H-space X
with nite F2-cohomology H(X;F2), if X admits a homotopy commuta-
tive multiplication then H(X;F2) is acyclic. This theorem is called the
mod 2 torus theorem. The torus theorem by Hubbuck can be proved from
the mod 2 torus theorem.
Then, it is natural to consider corresponding theorems for odd primes.
Unfortunately, this is not so easy. In fact, Iriye and Kono [25, Theorem 1.3]
showed that if p is an odd prime, then any p-localized H-space admits a
homotopy commutative multiplication. In contrast with the result by Iriye-
Kono, several authors have shewn theorems called mod p torus theorem for
odd primes p. To get them. the H-space must have some sort of higher
homotopy commutativity. We review it in 4.4.
2. H-space
There are two versions of denition of H-space. The two are dierent in
the strictness of the unit. One version is that a space X with base point
 is called an H-space if there is a continuous map X : X X ! X such
that X(; e) = X(; x) = x for any x 2 X. In other words, the base
point  is the strict unit of the multiplication X . The other version is that
the base point is only assumed to be a homotopy unit, that is, both maps
x 7! X(x; ) and x 7! X(; x) are homotopic to the identity on X.
Usually the dierence of these two denitions is not so serious. In fact,
the existence of the strict unit means that X jX _X equals to the holding
map r : X _ X ! X, and the existence of the homotopy unit means that
X jX _ X is homotopic to r. Thus, if the pair (X  X;X _ X) has the
homotopy extension property for X, then any multiplication with homotopy
unit can be deformed to a multiplication with strict unit. For example, if X
is a CW -complex, both denitions for X are considered to be equivalent.
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From now on, H-space means a pointed space X equipped with a contin-
uous multiplication with strict unit. We usually denote the multiplication
of X by X , and X(x; y) is abbreviated as xy.
The associativity of the multiplication and the existence of the inverse
are not assumed for the denition of H-space. Even though, H-space en-
joys many interesting properties. In particular, the cohomology ring with
the coecient in a eld has a natural Hopf algebra structure. Here, the
coassociativity of the coproduct is not assumed for Hopf algebra.
If X is a connected H-space, then for any eld F, the cohomology ring
H(X;F) together with the cup product H(X;F)
H(X;F)! H(X;F)
and X : H
(X;F)! H(X;F)H(X;F) is a Hopf algebra. In particular,
for the rational cohomology, we have the following theorem by Hopf [23].
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a connected H-space. If the rational cohomology
H(X;Q) is nite type, i.e., Hn(X;Q) is nite dimensional for any n, then
as algebras we have
H(X;Q) = (x1; x2; : : : )
Q[y1; y2; : : : ];
for some odd dimensional generators x1; x2; : : : and even dimensional gen-
erators y1; y2; : : : .
In particular, if X is a nite CW -complex, then
H(X;Q) = (x1; x2; : : : ; xk);
for some nitely many odd dimensional generators x1; x2; : : : ; xk.
An H-space with the homotopy type of a nite CW -complex is called a
niteH-space. For niteH-spaces, many similar terminologies to Lie groups
are used. For example, if H(X;Q) = (x1; x2; : : : ; xk), then the number of
generators k is called the rank of X, and the sequence (deg x1; : : : ; deg xk)
is called the type of X, where we assume that deg xi 1  deg xi for any i.
If we take the prime eld Fp of characteristic p instead of Q, where p is a
prime, then we have the following theorem by Borel [7].
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a connected H-space.
(1) If the F2-cohomology H(X;F2) is nite type, then as an algebra
H(X;F2) = F2[x1; x2; : : : ]=(xm11 ; xm22 ; : : : );
for some generators x1; x2; : : : , where mi is a power of 2 or 1.
In particular, if X is a nite CW -complex, then
H(X;F2) = F2[x1; x2; : : : ; xk]=(xm11 ; xm22 ; : : : ; xmkk );
for some nitely many generators x1; x2; : : : ; xk with mi a power of 2.
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(2) If the Fp-cohomology H(X;Fp) is nite type for an odd prime p, then
as an algebra
H(X;Fp) = (x1; x2; : : : )
 Fp[y1; y2; : : : ]=(ys11 ; ys22 ; : : : );
for some odd dimensional generators x1; x2; : : : and even dimensional gen-
erators y1; y2; : : : , where si is a power of p or 1.
In particular, if X is a nite CW -complex, then
H(X;Fp) = (x1; x2; : : : ; xk)
 Fp[y1; y2; : : : ; yl]=(ys11 ; ys22 ; : : : ; ysll );
for some nitely many generators x1; x2; : : : ; xk and nitely many even di-
mensional generators y1; y2; : : : ; yl with si a power of p.
Typical examples of H-space are topological groups. In particular, S1
and S3 are H-spaces since they are Lie groups: the spaces of unit vectors
in the complex numbers and in the quaternions, respectively. Moreover, S7
is an H-space, which is the space of unit vectors of the Cayley numbers.
The problem of which sphere is an H-space is one of the main problems in
homotopy theory in the 50th since it is closely related to the Hopf invariant
one problem.
For any map  : XY ! Z, the Hopf construction of  is a map h() : X
Y ! Z. Here, X  Y is the join of X and Y . If X = Y = Z = Sn, then
we have an element in the homotopy group 2n+1(S
n+1). Moreover, if 
is of type (m1;m2), that is, the degree of the maps S
n ! Sn dened by
x 7! (x; ) and x 7! (; x) are m1 and m2, respectively, then the Hopf
invariant of h() is m1m2. This shows that the existence of an H-space
structure on Sn implies the existence of an element of Hopf invariant one in
2n+1(S
n+1).
Moreover, this problem is related to many other interesting problems.
Adams [1] remarked that the following statements are all equivalent:
(1) Sn admits an H-space structure.
(2) Rn+1 has a structure of a division algebra over the real.
(3) Sn has a dierential structure of parallelizable.
(4) There is an element of Hopf invariant one in 2n+1(S
n+1).
(5) There is a two cell complex Y = Sn+1[e2n+2 such that H(Y ;F2) =
F2[x]=(x3) with deg x = n+ 1.
(6) There is a two cell complex Y = Sm [ em+n+1 such that Sqn+1 is
non trivial in H(Y ;F2)
Here, Sqn+1 in (6) is the Steenrod squaring operation acting on F2-
cohomology: Hk(  ;F2) ! Hk+n+1(  ;F2). The operations fSqtg obey
well known relation called the Adem relation, and by using this relation, it
can be proved that if n + 1 is not a power of 2, then Sqn+1 decomposes as
Sqn+1 =
P
i Sq
aiSqn+1 ai for some ai. This implies that Sqn+1 = 0 in (6) if
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n+1 is not a power of 2, and so if Sn admits an H-space structure, then n+1
should be a power of 2. From this observation, the rst problem whether
the sphere Sn admits and H-space structure or not is the case that n = 15.
Toda [63] showed that S15 does not admit any H-space structures. To show
this, Toda introduced a secondary composition method called Toda bracket,
which has been considered as a very useful method for the calculation of
homotopy groups.
For the remaining cases, Adams [1] nally showed the following
Theorem 2.3. The sphere Sn (n  1) is an H-space if and only if n = 1; 3
or 7.
Adams proved the above theorem by introducing some higher order co-
homology operations. The method to construct the operations extended to
the method to calculate the stable homotopy groups, which is now called
the Adams spectral sequence.
Beside the 7-sphere S7, nite H-spaces with non Lie type have not been
found for long time. It was conjectured that any nite H-space is of the
homotopy type of the product of a Lie group and nitely many seven spheres.
The rst example of a nite H-space except for such spaces was found
by Hilton and Roitberg [22]. In the study of cancellation problem, they
considered principal S3-bundles over S7. Let M be the total space of the
principal S3-bundle over S7 associated with !, where ! is the generator
of 7(BS
3) = Z=12Z such that M1 = Sp(2). They showed that M7 
S3 ' Sp(2)  S3. Since M ' M if and only if    mod 12, M7 and
Sp(2) are of dierent homotopy types, which gives a counter example of
the cancellation problem. Moreover, this result implies that M7  S3 is an
H-space, and so M7 is an H-space not having the homotopy type of the
produce of a Lie group and nitely many 7-spheres.
This example is interesting for another reason. Stashe [54] showed that
M7 has the homotopy type of a topological group. Hilbert's fth problem
implies that any topological manifold which is also a nite dimensional man-
ifold is a Lie group. Since M7 is a 10-dimensional dierential manifold, his
result indicates that the answer of the homotopical version of the Hilbert's
fth problem is negative.
The theorem Stashe proved for the spaces M is as follows:
Theorem 2.4 (Stashe [54, Theorem 2]). For the space M, the followings
hold:
(1) M is of homotopy type of a Lie group if and only if   1 mod 12.
(2) M is of homotopy type of a topological group if and only if  
1;5 mod 12.
(3) M is an H-space if and only if  6 2 mod 4.
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The construction by Hilton-Roitberg is easily generalized. In fact, after
their discussion, many nite H-spaces have been found in the total spaces
of principal bundles. Let G(n; d) = SO(n); SU(n) or Sp(n) according as
d = 1; 2 or 4. Then we have the principal G(n  1; d) bundle
G(n  1; d) // G(n; d) // G(n; d)=G(n  1; d) = Sdn 1
LetM(n; d) be the total space of the principal G(n 1; d)-bundle induced
from the above principal bundle by the map on Sdn 1 of degree . Then
the following facts are proved by Curtis and Mislin [10], Zabrodsky [67, 65]
and Hemmi [15, 16].
Theorem 2.5. (1) If n is even, then M(n; 1) is an H-space if and only if
n = 2; 4; 8 or  is odd. On the other hand, if n is odd, then M(n; 1) is an
H-space if and only if  = 1.
(2) M(n; 2) is an H-space if and only if n = 2; 4 or  is odd.
(3) M(2; 4) is an H-space if and only if  6 2 mod 4. If n 6= 2, then
M(n; 4) is an H-space if and only if  is odd.
(4) M(n; d) has the homotopy type of a topological manifold if and only
if  6 0 mod p for any prime p with 2p < dn.
For the homotopy types of the spacesM(n; d), Zabrodsky [68, 66] proved
the following fact. Here, k(n; d) = (dn=2   1)! for d = 2; 4. Note that the
order of the cyclic group dn 2(G(n   1; d)) is k(n; d) if d = 2 or n is odd,
and 2k(d; n) if d = 4 and n is even.
Theorem 2.6. (1) If M(n; d) 'M(n; d), then    mod k(n; d).
(2) Suppose that    mod k(n; d) if d = 2 or n is odd, and  
 mod 2k(n; d) if d = 4 and n is even. Then M(n; d) 'M(n; d).
3. Homotopy associativity
Since the existence of the inverse of the multiplication is not assumed for
H-space, topological monoids are also H-spaces. Moreover, the loop space

Y is an H-space. The loop multiplication has only homotopy unit, but as
is noted, there is a multiplication with strict unit which is homotopic to the
loop multiplication. Moreover, as a space of the same homotopy type of the
loop space, one can consider the Moore loop space, which is a space of loops
with length. The loop multiplication of the Moore loop space has a strict
unit and is strictly associative.
Three concepts, topological group, topological monoid and loop space,
are equivalent from the homotopy theoretic view point. In fact we have the
following
Theorem 3.1. For a space X, the following three conditions are equivalent.
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(1) X has the homotopy type of a topological group.
(2) X has the homotopy type of a topological monoid.
(3) X has the homotopy type of a loop space.
The fact that any topological group has the homotopy type of a loop
space is proved by Milnor [48]. For a topological group G, he constructed
the universal principal G-bundle p : EG ! BG with p 1() = G. Then we
have a homotopy bration 
(BG) ! G ! EG. Since EG is contractible,
the map 
(BG) ! G induces isomorphisms on the homotopy groups, and
so G has the homotopy type of the loop space 
(BG).
We look at the construction of the universal bundle in a little more detail.
Milnor constructed a sequences of principal G-bundles pi : EiG! BiG (i 
0):
E0G 
//

E1G 
//

E2G 
//

    // EnG  //

En+1G 
//

  
B0G 
// B1G 
// B2G 
//     // BnG  // Bn+1G  //   
Here EnG is the n-fold join G      G of G, B0G = , B1G = G, and
Bn+1G = BnG [pn C(EnG). Moreover, the ber G of pn is contractible in
EnG for any n. Then the universal G-bundle is given by EG =
S
nEGn !
BG =
S
nBnG.
Dold and Lasho [11] generalized the above construction to topological
monoids. Milnor used the inverse of a topological group for the construction,
but Dold and Lasho showed a similar construction can be given without
the inverse.
Let M be a topological monoid. Put E1M = M [M M  CM and
B1M = M . Then the map E1M ! B1M induced by the projection
MCM ! CM followed by the natural map CM ! M is a quasibration
with ber M . Moreover, they used the associativity of the multiplication of
M to dene an action of M on E1M , and by using this action they showed
that the quasibration E1M ! B1M can be extended to a quasibration
E2M ! B2M . They continued this process and constructed a sequences
of principal quasibrations pi : EiM ! BiM (i  0) similar to Milnor's
construction:
E0M 
//

E1M 
//

E2M 
//

    // EnM  //

En+1M 
//

  
B0M 
// B1M 
// B2M 
//     // BnM  // Bn+1M  //   
Then the universal quasibration EM =
S
nEMn ! BM =
S
nBnM with
berM is constructed, and since EM is contractible, we haveM ' 
(BM).
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Later, Milnor also showed in [49] that any loop space 
Y has the homo-
topy type of a topological group under some minor conditions on Y . From
these results, we have Theorem 3.1.
Now for any based space Y , the path space LY is the space of all paths
w : I ! Y with w(0) the base point in Y . Then the map p : LY ! Y dened
by p(w) = w(1) is a bration with the ber 
Y . Since LY is contractible,
this fact together with the results by Milnor and Dold-Lasho shows the
following
Theorem 3.2 (Spanier and Whitehead [52]). A space X is of homotopy
type of a loop space if and only if X is the homotopy ber of a bration of
which the total space is contractible.
Sugawara studied corresponding conditions for H-spaces. The rst step
of the Dold-Lasho constriction does not use the associativity of the mul-
tiplication. Thus a quasibration E1X ! B1X for any H-space X can
be constructed such that the ber X is contractible in E1X. Incidentally,
the Hopf construction h(X) : X  X ! X of the multiplication X is
also a quasibration such that the ber X is contractible in the total space
X X ([60, Theorem 4]). Moreover, if the multiplication of X is homotopy
associative, i.e., the following diagram is homotopy commutative:
X X X Xid//
idX

X X
X

X X X // X
then he showed that one more step of the Dold-Lasho construction can be
achieved. His results are stated as follows:
Theorem 3.3 (Sugawara [60, Theorem 1], [61]). A pointed space X admits
an H-space structure if and only if there is a quasibration p1 : E1 ! B1
with ber X such that X is contractible in E1.
Moreover, X admits a homotopy associative H-space structure if and only
if p1 can be extended to a quasibrations p2 : E2 ! B2 with ber X such that
E1 is contractible in E2.
Here, we note that there is a dierence between the admitting a homotopy
associative H-structure and the having the homotopy type of a topological
monoid. If X has the homotopy type of a topological monoid G. then by
using the multiplication G : GG! G, X admits a multiplication which
is homotopy associative as follows:
X : X X ' GG G // G ' X:
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On the other hand, even if X admits a homotopy associative multiplication,
X is not necessarily having the homotopy type of a topological monoid.
In fact, if p is a prime with p  5, then p-localized odd sphere S2n 1(p) has
a homotopy associative multiplication, but it has the homotopy type of a
topological group only if n divides p  1.
Sugawara explored homotopical conditions to construct the full step of the
Dold-Lasho construction. Then he reached the concept of higher homotopy
associativity of innite order. He called this condition group-like [59]. Later
Stashe [53] rearranged this concept as An-space such that group-like space
is equivalent to A1-space. We explain the denitions of An-space and group
like space later, and here we just state the theorem by Sugawara.
Theorem 3.4 (Sugawara [59, Theorem 1.1]). A pointed space X is group-
like if and only if there is a quasibration E ! B with ber X such that
E is contractible. Thus in particular, X has the homotopy type of the loop
space 
B.
3.1. An-form on spaces. We follow the argument by Stashe [53]. He rst
considered the Milnor or the Dold-Lashe type construction.
Denition 3.5. Let n be an integer with n  2. Then an An-structure of
a based space X is an n-tuple of maps pi : Ei ! Bi (1  i  n):
X E1 
//
p1

E2 
//
p2

    // En
pn

 B1  // B2  //     // Bn
such that the inclusion X ! Ei is homotopy equivalent to the homotopy
ber of pi, and there is a contracting homotopy h : CEn 1 ! En with
h(CEi 1)  Ei for any i.
By Theorem 3.3, a space with an A2-structure is an H-space, and a space
with an A3-structure is a homotopy associative H-space.
Next, we dene a higher homotopy which is equivalent to an An-structure.
Stashe called this homotopy the An-form on a space X.
An An-form on a space X is a family of maps fMi : KiXi ! Xg2in.
Here, the parameter space Ki is called i-associahedron and is homeomorphic
to the i 2 dimensional disk. We consider the structure of Ki for i = 2; 3; 4.
An A2-form on X, which is just a map M2 : K2 X2 ! X, should be an
H-space multiplication. Thus K2 consists of only one point, and
(3.1) M2(; x; ) =M2(; ; x) = x for any x 2 X.
Now, A3-form fMi : Ki  Xi ! Xg2i3 should represent a homotopy
associativity of the multiplication of X. Since M2 is the multiplication,
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M3 : K3  X3 ! X should be an associating homotopy: the homotopy
between M2  (M2  id) and M2  (idM2). Thus K3 is an interval, which
consists of two vertexes and one edge. We represent two vertexes by (x1x2)x3
and x1(x2x3), and then, the edge is represented by x1x2x3.
(x1x2)x3  x1(x2x3)
x1x2x3
Incidentally, we represent the one point space K2 by x1x2.
Next we consider the map M4 : K4  X4 ! X in the denition of the
A4-form. The space K4 is represented by the word x1x2x3x4, such that the
vertexes of it are represented by inserting two meaningful pairs of paren-
theses into the word as follows: ((x1x2)x3)x4, (x1(x2x3))x4, x1((x2x3)x4),
x1(x2(x3x4)) and (x1x2)(x3x4). The edges connecting two of these vertexes
are illustrated in the following gure:
(3.2)






H
HH
HH
HH
HH vvvvvvvvv
)))))))))
((x1x2)x3)x4
(x1x2)(x3x4)
x1(x2(x3x4))
x1((x2x3)x4)
(x1(x2x3))x4
x1x2x3x4
(x1x2)x3x4
x1x2(x3x4) x1(x2x3x4)
x1(x2x3)x4
(x1x2x3)x4
In general, the face poset of the n-associahedron Kn is isomorphic to the
set of all sequences x1x2 : : : xn inserted meaningful parentheses. For the or-
der, w1  w2 means that w1 is given by removing some pairs of meaningful
parentheses from w2. Thus, the maximum element is the word x1x2 : : : xn
with no parentheses, and a k dimensional face of Kn corresponds to the se-
quence inserted n 2 k pairs of parentheses. In particular, each facet corre-
sponds to a sequence with one parenthesis as x1x2 : : : xk 1(xk : : : xk+s 1)xk+s : : : xn
for k  1 and 2  s  n  1. This facet is homeomorphic to KrKs, where
r+ s = n+1, and denoted by Kk(r; s). Then we have a natural homeomor-
phism, called a face operator
@Kk = @
K
k (r; s) : Kr Ks ! Kk(r; s)  Kn:
The family of maps fMig should satises
(3.3) Mi(@
K
k (r; s)(; ); x1; : : : ; xi)
=Mr(; x1; : : : ; xk 1;Ms(; xk; : : : ; xk+s 1); xk+s; : : : ; xi)
for  2 Kr,  2 Ks with r + s = i+ 1.
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The intersection of two facets are of the forms x1 : : : (xj : : : (xj+k 1:::) : : : ) : : :
or x1 : : : (xk : : : ) : : : (xj+s 1:::) : : : . By using the face operators we can ex-
press the intersection as follows:
@Kj  (id @Kk ) = @Kj+k 1  (@Kj  id)
@Kj+s 1  (@Kk  id) = @Kk  (@Kj  id)  (T )
where T : Ks Kt ! Kt Ks is the switching map.
Next we consider the eect of the unit element. The mapM3 : K3X3 !
X is a homotopy between (x1x2)x3 and x1(x2x3). If one of the three element
is the unit, for example, if x1 = , then we have (x1x2)x3 = x1(x2x3) = x2x3.
Thus, the restriction of the homotopyM3 to K3X2 can be the constant
homotopy, which means thatM3(; ; x2; x3) =M2(; x2; x3) for any  2 K3.
For the case of K4, the gure (3.2) with x1 =  is illustrated as follows:





H
HH
HH
HH
H vvvvvvvv
))))))))
(x2x3)x4
x2(x3x4)
x2(x3x4)
(x2x3)x4
(x2x3)x4
Thus M4(; ; x2; x3; x4) ( 2 K4) reduces to M3(sK1 (); x2; x3; x4) for a
map sK1 : K4 ! K3 with sK1 ((x1x2x3)x4) = sK1 (x1(x2x3)x4) = (x1x2)x3 and
sK1 (x1x2(x3x4)) = x1(x2x3).
In general, degeneracy operations sKj : Ki ! Ki 1 for 1  j  i are
dened to satisfy the following relation:
(3.4) Mi(; x1; : : : ; xi) =Mi 1(sKj (); x1; : : : ; x^j ; : : : ; xi) if xj = .
For the face of Ki represented by a parenthetical words w of x1 : : : xi+1,
sKj (w) is given by rst removing xj from w, then renumbering xj+t for
1  t  i   j + 1 to xj+t 1, and nally removing unnecessary pairs of
parentheses.
For the relations these operations obey see [53].
Now we give the denition of An-form by Stashe [53].
Denition 3.6. Let n be an integer with n  2. An An-form on a space
X is a family of maps fMi : Ki Xi ! Xg2in such that (3.1), (3.3) and
(3.4) are satised. An A1-form on X is dened as a family fMig2i with
(3.1), (3.3) and (3.4). An An-space is a space X equipped with an An-form.
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Any topological monoid X has the trivial A1-form fMig2i dened as
Mi(; x1; : : : ; xi) = x1 : : : ; xi:
Stashe remarked that the condition (3.4) of the denition of An-form is
technically, and is no restriction. In fact, he did not assume (3.4) for the
denition of An-form in [55, Denition 11.2]. He claimed that if X admits
an An 1-form fMigi<n and if M 0n : Kn Xn ! X is a map just satisfying
the conditions (3.3) in the denition of the An-form then there is a map
Mn : Kn Xn ! X such that fMig2in satises all the conditions in the
denition of the An-form ([53, Lemma 7]).
However, it is not clear that only the above argument is enough for the
existence of a family of maps fMigi<n with all the conditions from the exis-
tence of fM 0igi<n with (3.1) and (3.3). A detail about this problem is seen
in Iwase [29]. In particular, to get the above form fMigi<n from fM 0igi<n,
Iwase reconstructed associahedra as a convex polytopes with piecewise lin-
early decomposed faces. As is noted in [29], there are several attempts to
realize the associahedra and multiplihedra as convex polytopes.
Now we give another description of the associahedra by using planar
rooted trees introduced by Boardman and Vogt [6]. Here, a planar rooted
tree is an oriented planar graph with no circuit. Moreover, the degree of any
vertex is one or greater than 2. There is only one special vertex, called the
root vertex. This is a vertex of degree one, and the edge connecting with it,
which is called the root edge, is incoming edge. Other than the root vertex,
a vertex with degree one is called a leaf vertex, and the edge connecting with
it is called a leaf edge which is outgoing. There are at least two leaves in
any planar rooted tree. The vertexes with degree greater that 2 are called
inner nodes. Any inner node has only one outgoing edge and at least two
incoming edges. Any planar rooted tree is embedded in the xy-plane with
the root at the bottom and leaves at the top.
The set of planar rooted trees with n leaves corresponds to the face
poset of n-associahedron Kn. For example, the vertexes x1x2, (x1x2)x3
and x1(x2x3) and an edge x1x2x3 are represented as follows:
777 
x1x2
777 
(x1x2)x3
777
77
x1(x2x3)
777 
x1x2x3
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The 4-associahedron K4 is represented as follows:






H
HH
HH
HH
HH vvvvvvvvv
)))))))))
???? 
????
?
????
????
????
??? 
????
? 
????
*** 

???? 
????
9 
????
??? 
????
?
???? 
In general, the n-associahedron Kn is represented by a planar rooted tree
with only one inner node and n leaves, which is called the n-corolla. We
denote the n-corolla by Cn. Moreover, vertexes of Kn are represented by
binary trees with n leaves whose inner nodes have degree 3.
For any planar rooted tree with n leaves, we assign the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; n
to the leaves from the left. Let T1 and T2 be planar rooted trees representing
faces of Kr and Ks, respectively. Then @
K
k (r; s)(T1; T2) is given by grafting
the root of T2 to the kth leaf of T1, which means that we rst remove the
kth leaf vertex of T1 and root vertex of T2, then the kth leaf edge of T1 and
the root edge of T2 are identied. We denote the resulting tree as T1 k T2.
In particular, any facet of Kn is represented by Cr k Cs for k  1 and
2  s  n  1.
On the other hand, sKj (T ) for a planar rooted tree T is given by removing
the jth leaf vertex v and the jth leaf edge e. Moreover, if the inner node
connecting with e has only one incoming edge except for e, then we remove
this node and identify two edges connecting this node.
Now, Stashe proved that the An-form is a homotopical representation
of the An-structure. In fact, he showed the following theorem, which is the
same as Theorem 3.4 if n =1.
Theorem 3.7 (Stashe [53, Theorem 5]). A space X admits an An-structure
if and only if it admits an An-form,
For an An-space X, Stashe dened a space PiX for 0  i  n called
the projective i-space of X. If X is an A1-space, then the family of spaces
fPiXg is a ltration of the classifying space of X so that 
(P1X) ' X
for P1X =
S
i PiX. Moreover, PiX is the base space Bi+1 of the i +
1th quasibration Ei+1 ! Bi+1 in Denition 3.5 constructed by a specic
method from the given An-form. These spaces satisfy that P0X = , P1X =
X, Pi 1X  PiX and PiX=Pi 1X ' i(X ^    ^ X) (the suspension of
the i-fold smash product of X). Incidentally, if X = S0; S1 or S3, then PiX
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is the real, the complex or the quaternionic projective i-space. If X = S7,
then P2X is the Cayley projective plane.
Now, as examples of An-space, we recall the sphere extensions described
in section 2: M(n; d) is the total space of the principal G(n  1; d)-bundle
induced from the principal bundle G(n   1; d) ! G(n; d) ! Sdn 1 by the
map on Sdn 1 of degree . In the following theorem, we consider two cases
G(n; 2) = SU(n) and G(n; 4) = Sp(n).
Theorem 3.8 (Iwase and Mimura [30, Theorem, 6.5, Corollary 6.6]). Let k
be a positive integer with k  2. If  is prime to k!, then M(n; d) admits an
Ak-form. Moreover, for the case of k = 3, the converse is also true provided
that n does not divide 2  3.
At the end of this section, we give brief comments on two topics related
to the higher homotopy associativity of H-spaces. One is the An-algebra.
As is described in section 2, the cohomology algebra of an H-space with
coecients in a led has natural Hopf algebra structure. Stashe [53] showed
that the singular chain complex of an An-space has an extra structure called
An-algebra. This structure is useful for the study of the cohomology of
the projective spaces of given An-space. Now a days, the theory of An-
algebra has become an important subject on its own. We don't give the
explicit denition of the An-algebra here. For readers who are interested in
it, Keller's paper [40] is a good reference.
The second one is the higher Hopf invariant introduced by Iwase [28],
which is a further generalization of the generalized Hopf invariant dened
by Berstein and Hilton [5]. This invariant relates to the higher homotopy
associativity of H-spaces. In fact, Iwase [28, Example 2.7] showed that if
X is an An-space, then there is a map f : En+1X ! PnX with higher Hopf
invariant one, where fpi+1 : Ei+1X ! PiXg is the An-structure given from
the An-form on X. It is also shown that the converse is true if X is a sphere,
and he conjectured that the converse is true in general ([28, Conjecture 2.8]).
Moreover, this invariant relates to the theory of LS category. Here, the LS
category of a space X, cat(X), is the least number m such that there is a
covering of X by m+1 closed subsets of X, each of which is contractible in
X. Indeed, Iwase [27] used the concept of higher Hopf invariant to construct
counter examples of the Ganea conjecture, which asserts that cat(XSn) =
cat(X) + 1 for any space X and n  1.
3.2. An-form on maps.
For the case of maps between topological monoids: Next problem we have
to consider is to nd homotopical conditions on which maps between topo-
logical monoids induce maps between classifying spaces.
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If f : X ! Y is a homomorphism between topological monoids. Then
it induces a map Bf : BX ! BY such that 
(Bf) is homotopic f by
identifying 
(BX) with X and 
(BY ) with Y . If g : X ! Y is homotopic
to the homomorphism f , 
(Bf) is homotopic g, and so we can say g induces
a map between classifying spaces.
Sugawara [62] described the condition as a higher homotopy, called strongly
homotopy multiplicative. Later Stashe [53] dened An-map between topo-
logical monoids, which is the same as strongly homotopy multiplicative map
if n =1.
As in the case of spaces, we need suitable parameter spaces to dene
An-form on maps. The parameter spaces for this case are the cubes: An
An-form of a map f : X ! Y is a family fFi : Ii 1  Xi ! Y g1in. The
map F1 is identied with f , and F2 is a homotopy between f  X and
Y  (f  f):
F2(0; x1; x2) = f(x1x2); F2(1; x1; x2) = f(x1)f(x2)
The map F3 represents the higher homotopy between two homotopies
f(x1x2x3)  f(x1)f(x2x3)  f(x1)f(x2)f(x3) and f(x1x2x3)  f(x1x2)f(x3) 
f(x1)f(x2)f(x3). Thus, this map is illustrated as follows:
(3.5)

 

f(x1x2)f(x3)
f(x1x2x3) f(x1)f(x2x3)
f(x1)f(x2)f(x3)
In this way, the idea is very easy to understand. In particular, Fi should
satisfy the following equations for 1  k  i  1:
(3.6)
Fi(t1; : : : ; ti 1; x1; : : : ; xi)
= Fi 1(t1; : : : ; t^k; : : : ; ti 1; x1; : : : ; xkxk+1; : : : ; xi) for tk = 0
= Fk(t1; : : : ; tk 1; x1; : : : ; xk)Fi k(tk+1; : : : ; ti 1; xk+1; : : : ; xi) for tk = 1
Moreover, if xj =  for 1  j  i, then we need
(3.7)
Fi(t1; : : : ; ti 1; x1; : : : ; xi)
= Fi 1(t2; : : : ; ti 1; x2; : : : ; xi) for j = 1
= Fi 1(t1; : : : ;maxftj 1; tjg; : : : ; ti 1; x1; : : : ; x^j ; : : : ; xi) for 1 < j < i
= Fi 1(t1; : : : ; ti 2; x1; : : : ; xi 1) for j = i
Denition 3.9 (Sugawara [62], Stashe [53]). Let n be a positive integer.
An An-form on a map f : X ! Y of topological monoids X and Y is a
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family of maps fFi : Ii 1 Xi ! Y g1in such that F1 = f by identifying
I0  X with X, and (3.6) and (3.7) are satised:. An A1-form on f is a
family fFig1i satisfying the above conditions.
An An-map is a map f : X ! Y equipped with an An-form. An A1-map
is also called strong homotopy-multiplicative.
We note that the condition (3.7) was not assumed in the original deni-
tions of An-form and strong homotopy-multiplicative.
Stashe showed that a map between topological monoid admits an An-
form if and only if it induces a map between An-structures constructed by
a specic method. This result is also proved by Sugawara for the case of
n =1. More strongly we have the following
Theorem 3.10 (Stashe [55, Theorem 8.4]). A map f : X ! Y between
topological monoids is an An-map if and only if the map f : X ! Y
extends to a map of projective n-spaces Pnf : PnX ! PnY .
For the case of maps from An-spaces to topological monoids: Next we con-
sider the case of maps from An-spaces to topological monoids. Let X be an
An-space with An-form fMig, and Y a topological monoid. We investigate
polytopes Li needed to dene an An-form fFi : Li Xi ! Y gin on f .
To describe the combinatorial structure of the polytopes Li we use planar
rooted trees again. But, in this case we allow the 1-corolla which is a planar
rooted tree with only one edge. Moreover, we consider the one point union
T = T1 _ T2 _    _ Tk of planar rooted trees Ti, which is the union of Ti
with identifying all the root vertexes of them. Thus T has one root vertex
and k root edges. The root edges are arranged such that the root edge of Ti
is the ith root edge of T from the left. Thus the degree of the root vertex
of a planar rooted tree in this case can be greater than 1.
To avoid any unnecessarily confusion, we distinguish two types of trees
as follows. We call any tree representing a face of the associahedra as a tree
with one root edge. On the other hand, for the new type of trees we call
trees with multiple root edges. A tree with one root edge is also considered
as a tree with multiple root edges. Trees with multiple root edges with leaves
less than 4 is listed as follows:
777 
////

777 
777
77
777 
////


////

// ////

Now F1 : L1 X ! Y is identied with f , and so we have L1 = . Since
A2-maps are H-maps, L2 must be an interval such that F2 is a homotopy
between fX and Y (ff) as well as the case of maps between topological
monoids. The multiplication X is represented by the 2-corolla
777  in the
denition of An-form on spaces, and so we also use the 2-corolla to represent
the vertex of L2 corresponding to f X . In this notation, we consider that
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the root edge represents the operation of the map f . Thus the 1-corolla,
which is a line , represents the map f , and the vertex of L2 corresponding to
Y (ff) is represented by the sequence of two 1-corollas C1;C1 = , . We
remark that we don't use any symbol representing the multiplication of Y .
This makes sense because Y is a topological monoid and so the multiplication
of any i letters is unique. Then we represent the edge of L2 by C1_C1 =
///  .
777   ;
/// 
The polytope L3 must be a pentagon, which is illustrated as follows:





H
HH
HH
HH
H vvvvvvvv
))))))))
f((x1x2)x3)
777 
f(x1x2)f(x3)
777  ;
; ;
f(x1)f(x2)f(x3)
;
777  f(x1)f(x2x3)
7777 f(x1(x2x3))
/// 
/// 

///  ; ;
/// 
/// 
//
777 
In general, the wedge of i-copies of the 1-corolla C1 _    _ C1, which
we denote by Fi, represents the maximum cell Li, and any face of it is
represented by a sequence of trees with multiple root edges such that the
total number of the leaves of the trees is i.
We consider the dimension of the face. Let l(T ) be the number of leaves
and v(T ) the number of inner vertexes of T . Then for V = T1 _    _ Tk
with trees with one root edge Ti,
dimV =
X
i
dimTi + k   1
=
X
i
(l(Ti)  v(Ti)  1) + k   1
= l(V )  v(V )  1:
Moreover, for a sequence of trees with multiple root edges V1; : : : ; Vk, we
have
dim(V1; : : : ; Vk) =
X
i
dimVi   k =
X
i
l(Vi) 
X
i
v(Vi)  k:
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In particular, dimLi = i   1, and so the dimension of a facet is i   2.
Thus any facet is of the form Ci, Fk _ Cs _ Fi k s or Fr;Fi r.
Now we show that the polytope Li is isomorphic to the associahedron
Ki+1. To do so we give an isomorphism between the two face posets given
by Kishimoto and Kono [41]. For any tree with one root edge T representing
a face of Ki+1, we remove the i + 1th (the right most) leaf vertex and the
root vertex together with the edges connecting these two vertexes. Then
the resulting sequence of trees with multiple root edges is the corresponding
one representing a face of Li. For example, the corresponding sequence of
the following left tree is the right one.
7777
777
77 
; ;
/////

By using the above correspondence, we can also express the facets of Li
from the facets of Ki+1. A facet of Ki+1 is represented by a tree of the form
CrkCs (r+s = i+2) which has only one inner node. Then the corresponding
sequence of trees representing a facet of Li is given as follows:
Fk 1 _ Cs _ Fr k 1 if k < r
Fr 1;Fs 1 if k = r
Note that if r = 2 and k = 1, then the rst one is the corolla Cs.
From the above argument, we have the following boundary conditions:
(3.8)
Fi(@
K
k (; ); x1; : : : ; xi)
= Fr 1(; x1; : : : ; xk 1;Ms(; xk; : : : ; xk+s 1); xk+s; : : : ; xi) if k < r
= Fr 1(; x1; : : : ; xr 1)Fs 1(; xr; : : : ; xi) if k = r
The degeneracy maps of the associahedra already dened can be used for
An-form on maps, since they represent the case that one of the elements of
X is the unit. We remark that the degeneracy maps sKj on Ki is dened for
1  j  i, but for this case we need for 1  j  i   1. Thus we have the
following
(3.9) Fi(; x1; : : : ; xi) = Fi 1(sKj (); x1; : : : ; x^j ; : : : ; xi) if xj = .
Now we give the denition of An-form on maps from An-spaces to topo-
logical monoids.
Denition 3.11. Let n be a positive integer. An An-form on a map f : X !
Y from an An-space X with An-form fMig to a topological monoid Y is a
family of maps fFi : Ki+1 Xi ! Y g1in such that F1 = f by identifying
K2  X with X, and (3.8) and (3.9) are satised. An A1-form on f is a
family fFig1i satisfying the above conditions.
An An-map is a map f : X ! Y equipped with an An-form.
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If X is a topological monoid, then for the trivial A1-form on X, two
denitions of An-form on a map f : X ! Y are equivalent. In fact, there is
a projection  i : Ki+1 ! Ii 1 such that for any An-form fFi : Ii 2 Xi !
Y g1in in Denition 3.10, fFi  ( i  id) : Ki+1  Xi ! Y g1in is an
An-form in Denition 3.11.
We note that Theorem 3.10 also holds for An-maps from An-spaces to
topological monoids. Moreover the following facts holds.
Theorem 3.12 (Stashe [55, Theorem 11.10]). If X is an An-space, then
the map X ! 
PnX, the adjoint of the inclusion X ! PnX, is an An-
map.
For the case of maps between An-spaces: Finally we consider maps between
An-spaces. The parameter spaces are constructed by Iwase [26], which are
called multiplihedra. Later the multiplihedra appeared in the paper [30] by
Iwase and Mimura. We denote the n-multiplihedron by Jn. As is noted
before, the construction of the multiplihedra is very complicated, but the
combinatorial structure can be easily imagine from the above discussion.
For a map from an An-space to a topological monoid, the order of the
multiplication of elements of the topological monoid can be ignored. To
dene the An-form fFi : Ji  Xi ! Y gin on a map f : X ! Y between
An-spaces, we have to take account the An-structure of the target space.
Thus, a face of the i-multiplihedron Ji is of the form T ;V1; : : : ; Vt or V . The
rst one consists of trees with multiple root edges Vj (1  j  t) and a
tree with one root edge T . The sequence V1; : : : ; Vt represents a sequence of
maps given by the Ai-form of X and lower Fjs, and T represents the Ai-form
of Y such that the number of leaves of T is t. The second one V is a tree
with multiple root edges which represents a map given by the Ai-form of X
followed by f . Iwase gave a dierent expression of the multiplihedra in [29].
He used bearded trees, which are essentially equivalent to our expression.
In fact, from a sequence T ;V1; : : : ; Vt, we can get a bearded tree by grafting
the root vertex of tree Vj to the jth leaf vertex of T , and put a beard at
each grafting point. For V , we put a beard at the root edge.
Now the dimension of the face of Ji corresponding to T ;V1; : : : ; Vt is given
as
dimT ;V1; : : : ; Vt = dimT + dimV1; : : : ; Vt = i 
0@v(T ) +X
j
v(Vj)
1A  1
Thus, if T ;V1; : : : ; Vt represents a facet, then v(T ) +
P
j v(Vj) = 1, which
means that Vj = Frj for some ij  1 and T = Ct. We denote this facet by
J(t; r1; : : : ; rt), and we have a homeomorphism
@J(t; r1; : : : ; rt) : Kt  Jr1      Jrt ! J(t; r1; : : : ; rt)  Ji
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On the other hand, if V represent a facet, then V = Fk 1 _ Cs _ Fr k,
where r+ s = i+1 with 1  k  r since dimV = i  v(V )  1. We not that
if r = k = 1, then V = Ci. We denote this facet as Jk(r; s), and we have a
homeomorphism
@Jk(r; s) : Jr Ks ! Jk(r; s)  Ji:
These face operators are dened to satisfy the following
(3.10)
Fi(@
J
k(r; s)(; ); x1; : : : ; xi)
= Fr 1(; x1; : : : ; xk 1;MXs (; xk; : : : ; xk+s 1); xk+s; : : : ; xi)
Fi(@
J(t; r1; : : : ; rt)(; 1; : : : ; t); x1; : : : ; xi)
=MYt (; Fr1(1; x1; : : : ; xr1); : : : ; Frt(t; xr1++rt 1+1; : : : ; xi)
for r + s = i + 2, where fMXi g and fMYi g are An-forms of X and Y ,
respectively.
The degeneracy map sJj : Ji ! Ji 1 (1  j  i) is essentially given by
removing the jth leaf so that the following conditions are satised.
(3.11) Fi(; x1; : : : ; xi) = Fi 1(sJj(); x1; : : : ; x^j ; : : : ; xi) if xj = :
For the relations these operations obey see [30, 29].
Now we give the denition of An-form on maps between An-spaces.
Denition 3.13. Let n be a positive integer. An An-form on a map f : X !
Y between An-spaces X with An-form fMXi g and Y with An-form fMYi g is
a family of maps fFi : Ji Xi ! Y g1in such that F1 = f by identifying
J1 X with X and (3.10) and (3.11) are satised. An A1-form on f is a
family fFig1i satisfying the above conditions.
An An-map is a map f : X ! Y equipped with an An-form.
Iwase and Mimura denedAn-structure of maps betweenAn-spaces, which
is analogous to the one for spaces by Stashe (Denition 3.5). To give an ex-
plicit denition, we x a special An-structure p
X
i : EiX ! PiX (1  i  n)
for an An-space X derived from given An-form on X. Note that PiX is the
projective i-space of X. Then, Stashe showed that there are spaces DiX
with EiX  DiX  Ei+1X and maps Xi : DiX ! Pi+1X with pXi+1jDiX =
Xi such that (DiX;EiX) has the homotopy type of (CEiX;EiX) and
(Xi ; p
X
i ) : (DiX;EiX) ! (Pi+1X;PiX) is a relative homeomorphism ([53,
Proposition 24]).
Denition 3.14. Let n be an integer with n  2. Then an An-structure of
a map f : X ! Y between An-spaces X and Y is a pair of n-tuples of maps
(Dif;Eif) : (DiX;EiX) ! (DiY;EiY ) and (Pif; Pi 1f) : (PiX;Pi 1X) !
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(PiY; Pi 1Y ) (1  i  n) such that the following diagram is commutative:
(DiX;EiX)
(Dif;Eif) //
(Xi ;p
X
i )

(DiY;EiY )
(Yi ;p
Y
i )

(Pi+1X;PiX)
(Pi+1f;Pif)
// (Pi+1Y; PiY )
Then Iwase and Mimura showed the following
Theorem 3.15 ([30, Theorem 3.1]). A map f : X ! Y between An-spaces
X and Y admits an An-structure if and only if f admits an An-form.
For the corresponding fact to Theorem 3.10 for maps between An-spaces,
we need to be careful. In fact, we can only prove the following
Theorem 3.16 (Iwase and Mimura [30, Theorem 3.2], Hemmi [19, Theorem
7.2]). If a map f : X ! Y between An-spaces is an An-map, then the map
f : X ! Y extends to a map of projective n-spaces Pnf : PnX ! PnY .
The converse holds provided that the An-form of Y can extend to an An+1-
form.
The extra assumption is needed to show the converse in the above the-
orem. In fact, we have the following fact for the retraction r : 
X ! X,
which exists for any H-space X.
Theorem 3.17 (Iwase and Mimura [30, P10)], Hemmi [18, Theorem 1.3,
Theorem 3.1]). If X is an An-space, then r : 
X ! X extends to a
map Pn
X ! PnX. Moreover, if r is an An-map, then the An-form of X
can extend to an An+1-form,
As is the case noted in the last paragraph, if Y is a topological monoid,
then for the trivial A1-form on Y , two denitions Denition 3.13 and Def-
inition 3.11 are equivalent. In fact, there is a projection i : Ji ! Ki+1
such that for any An-form fFi : Ki+1  Xi ! Y g1in in Denition 3.11,
fFi  (i  id) : Ji Xi ! Y g1in is an An-form in Denition 3.13.
4. Homotopy commutativity
4.1. Strong homotopy-commutativity. If the classifying space BX is
an H-space, then the multiplication of a topological monoid X is homotopy
commutative. Contrarily, the converse is not true in general. Sugawara [62]
showed the following
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a topological monoid. The multiplication  : X 
X ! X is an A1-map if and only if X is an H-space.
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If the multiplication X is an A1-map, then we have a map BX : B(X
X)! BX with 
(BX) ' X . Since B(X X) = BX  BX, BX gives
an H-space multiplication on BX.
Incidentally, Hemmi and Kawamoto [21, Proposition 4.2] showed that the
multiplication of X is an An-map if and only if X is an H(n)-space. Here,
H(n)-space is introduced by Felix and Tanre [12]. The denition is given by
using the Ganea brations on X. From the denition, an H(1)-space is just
a space, and an H(1)-space is an H-space. They introduced this concept to
nd conditions for the mapping space Map(Y; Z) to be an H-space. They
showed that if the Lusternik-Schnirelman category of a space Y is less than
or equal to n and Z is an H(n)-space, then Map(Y;Z) is an H-space ([12,
Proposition 1])
Sugawara showed that the condition that the multiplication X of a topo-
logical monoid X is an A1-map is represented by a higher homotopy com-
mutativity of X . He called the property strong homotopy-commutativity.
Associating his idea McGibbon [46] dened a concept of Sugawara Cn-form.
Sugawara C1-form is just the strongly homotopy-commutativity.
Denition 4.2. Let n be a positive integer. A Sugawara Cn-form on a
topological monoid X is a family of maps fCi : Ii  X2i ! Xg1i<n such
that the following conditions are satised:
(1) C1(0; x; y) = xy and C1(1; x; y) = yx.
(2) If tk = 0, then
Ci(t1; : : : ; ti; x1; : : : ; xi; y1; : : : ; yi)
= x1Ci 1(t2; : : : ; ti; x2; : : : ; xi; y1y2; : : : ; yi)
for k = 1
= Ci 1(t1; : : : ; t^k; : : : ; ti; x1; : : : ; xk 1xk; : : : ; xi; y1; : : : ; ykyk+1; : : : ; yi)
for 1 < k < i
= Ci 1(t1; : : : ; ti 1; x1; : : : ; xi 1xi; y1; : : : ; : : : ; yi 1)yi
for k = i
(3) If tk = 1, then
Ci(t1; : : : ; ti; x1; : : : ; xi; y1; : : : ; yi)
= Ck 1(t1; : : : ; tk 1; x1; : : : ; xk 1; y1; : : : ; : : : ; yk 1)ykxk
Ci k(tk+1; : : : ; ti; xk+1; : : : ; xk; yk+1; : : : ; : : : ; yi)
A Sugawara A1-form on X is a family fCig1i satisfying the above condi-
tions.
A Sugawara Cn-space is a topological monoid X equipped with a Sug-
awara Cn-form.
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The map C1 is a commuting homotopy of the multiplication of X.
If a topological monoid X is strong homotopy-commutative, then the
family of maps fMi : Ii 1  (X  X)i ! Xg dened as follows is an A1-
form on the multiplication of X:
M1(; (x; y)) = xy
Mi(t1; : : : ; ti 1; (x1; y1); : : : ; (xi; yi))
= x1Ci 1(t1; : : : ; ti 1; x2; : : : ; xi; y1; : : : ; yi 1)yi
Thus by Theorem 4.1 we have the following
Theorem 4.3 (Sugawara [62, Theorem 4.2]). A topological monoid X is
Sugawara C1-space if and only if the multiplication X : X X ! X is an
A1-map in the sense of Denition 3.9. Thus, these properties are equivalent
to that the classifying space BX of X is an H-space.
The denition of Sugawara Cn-form is not so easy to understand. For
example, the map C2, which is illustrated as follows, seems not so natural
in the sense of homotopy commutativity.

 

x1y1y2x2
x1x2y1y2 y1x1x2y2
y1x1y2x2
4.2. Homotopy commutativity by Permutohedra and Resultohe-
dra. Williams [64] considered another type of higher homotopy commuta-
tivity by considering all permuted multiplications. The ith parameter space
Pi of his higher homotopy has vertexes corresponding to the all permuta-
tions Si on the i-letters f1; 2; : : : ; ig. Thus P2 is an interval, and P3 is a
hexagon.
He dened a Cn-form on a topological monoid X as a family of maps
fCi : Pi X2i ! Xg1in such that
Ci(v; x1; : : : ; xi) = x 1(1) : : : x 1(i):
for the vertex v of Pi corresponding to a permutation .
The polyhedron Pn is called the n-permutohedron, and rst constructed
by Milgram [47] for the study of iterated loop spaces. This polytope can be
easily realized as follows.
Let n be a positive integer, and consider the point qn = (1; 2; : : : ; n)
in Rn. The n-permutohedron Pn is the convexhull of the set fqn =
((1); : : : ; (n)) j  2 Sng. By denition, Pn is homeomorphic to the n  1
dimensional disk.
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The faces of Pn are easily described by the ordered partitions of the
set x[n] = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng, which means a sequence 1 : : : k of nonempty
disjoint subsets of x[n] such that 1 [    [ k = x[n]. If i consists of
ni elements, then the partition 1 : : : k is called of type (n1; : : : ; nk) with
length k.
For any ordered partition 1 : : : k of type (n1; : : : ; nk), we consider the
subset S(1 : : : k) of Sn consisting of elements  2 Sn such that
(4.1)  1(j) 2 t for n1 +   + nt 1 < j  n1 +   + nt:
For example, if 12 = f2; 4gf1; 3g, then x 1(1)x 1(2)x 1(3)x 1(4) for all
 2 S(12) are as follows:
x2x4x1x3; x2x4x3x1; x4x2x1x3; x4x2x3x1:
Then the convexhull of fqn j  2 S(1 : : : k)g is the face of Pn cor-
responding to 1 : : : k. This face, which we denote by Pn(1 : : : k), is
homeomorphic to Pn1  Pnk , and so the dimension is
P
i ni k = n k.
In particular, a facet corresponds to an ordered partition with length 2.
Moreover, a vertex corresponds to the one of type (1; : : : ; 1) with length n,
and so is denoted by fxj1gfxj2g : : : fxjng. From now on if t consists of
one letter, say t = fxjg, then we identify t with xj . Thus, any vertex is
represented by a sequence xj1xj2 : : : xjn with fj1; j2; : : : ; jng = f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
Then P3 is illustrated as follows:

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11
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
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x2x1x3
x2x3x1
x3x2x1 x3x1x2
x1x3x2
x1x2x3
fx1; x2; x3g
x2fx1; x3g
fx2x3gx1
x3fx1; x2g
fx1; x3gx2
x1fx2; x3g
fx1; x2gx3
We describe the facets of Pn more explicitly. Let [n] = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Then
any increasing map f : [i]! [n] for i  n gives a subset fxf(1); xf(2); : : : ; xf(i)g
of x[n]. This is one to one correspondence between the increasing maps
[i] ! [n] and the subsets of x[n] with i elements, Thus for any subset
  x[n] we use the same letter for the corresponding increasing map as
 : [i]! [n].
Let 12 be an ordered partition of x[n] of type (r; s) with r + s = n.
Then a homeomorphism @P12 : Pr  Ps ! Pn(12)  Pn is dened. In
particular, for a vertex of Pr  Ps we have
@P12(xi1xi2 : : : xir ; xj1xj2 : : : xjs)
= x 11 (i1)
x 11 (i2)
: : : x 11 (ir)
x 12 (j1)
x 12 (j2)
: : : x 12 (js)
:
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Then the family of maps fCigin should satisfy the following
(4.2)
Ci(@
P
(; ); x1; : : : ; xi)
= Cr(; x 1(1); : : : ; x 1(r))Cs(; x 1(1); : : : ; x 1(s))
for an ordered partition  of type (r; s) with t+ s = n.
The degeneracy map sPj : Pi ! Pi 1 is dened as follows. From any
ordered partition 1 : : : k of x[i], we remove xj and then renumber xj+t for
1  t  i   j + 1 to xj+t 1. Then the resulting partition is sPj (1 : : : k).
We have
(4.3) Ci(; x1; : : : ; xi) = Ci 1(sPj (); x1; : : : ; x^j ; : : : ; xi) if xj = .
This Cn-form introduced by Williams [64] is referred to as Williams Cn-
form in this paper.
Denition 4.4. Let n be a positive integer. A Williams Cn-form on a
topological monoidX is a family of maps fCi : PiX2i ! Xg1in such that
C1 = id by identifying P1 X with X, and (4.2) and (4.3) are satised. A
Williams C1-form on X is a family fCig1i satisfying the above conditions.
A Williams Cn-space is a topological monoid X equipped with a Cn-form.
If the classifying space BX of a topological monoid X is an H-space, then
X admits a Williams C1-form. On the other hand, for any Williams C1-
space X, BX is not necessarily an H-space. Thus, Williams C1-space is
exactly weaker than Sugawara C1-space. In fact, if E is the two stage Post-
nikov space with k-invariant p+1 2 H2np+2n(K(Z; 2n);Z=pZ) for a prime
p, then E is not an H-space but 
E admits a Williams C1-form (see [46,
Example 5]).
To characterize Williams Cn-spaces, we recall the n-fold reduced product
Jn(X) of a space X dened by James [31]. Jn(X) is an identication space
of n-fold product Xn, and J1(X) has the homotopy type of 
X if X is a
connected CW -complex.
Theorem 4.5 (Williams [64, Main Theorem 14]). For a topological monoid
X, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) X admits a Williams Cn-form.
(2) The Hopf construction for X extends to a principal quasibration
p : E ! B such that B is the homotopy type of Jn(X).
(3) There is an An-map d : 
Jn(X) ! X such that d  j ' id, where
j : X ! 
Jn(X) is the adjoint of the inclusion X  Jn(X).
Consider the case of n = 1 in the above theorem. Then in the third
property, the map j : X ! 
J1(X) ' 
22X is homotopic to the double
suspension map. Thus we have the following
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Theorem 4.6 (Williams [64, Corollary 18]). A topological monoid X is a
Williams C1-space if and only if the double suspension map X ! 
22X
has the homotopy right inverse 
22X ! X which is an A1-map.
Hemmi and Kawamoto [21] showed that the Williams' approach can be
modied to get a criterion for the classifying space of a topological monoid
to be an H-space. Their approach is to use polytopes given by shues.
Let m and n be positive integers. An (m;n)-shue is an element  2
Sm+n such that
(1) < (2) <    < (m) and (m+ 1) < (m+ 2) <    < (m+ n):
If  is an (m;n)-shue, then x 1(1)x 1(2) : : : x 1(m+n) represents a prod-
uct such that xi appears before xi+1 if i 6= m. To see it more easily we
replace xm+j by yj for 1  j  n. Then the above product is a product
of x1; : : : ; xm; y1; : : : ; yn such that xi appears before xi+1 for 1  i < m
and yj appears before yj+1 for 1  j < n. We call such a product as
an (m;n)-shue product of x1; : : : ; xm; y1; : : : ; yn and denote the set of all
(m;n)-shue products by of f[x1; : : : ; xm]; [y1; : : : ; yn]g. For example, we
have the following
f[x1; x2];[y1; y2]g
= fx1x2y1y2; x1y1x2y2; x1y1y2x2; y1x1x2y2; y1x1y2x2; y1y2x1x2g:
We omit the bracket if there in only one letter in the bracket. For example,
we just write as f[x1x2; x3]; y1g instead for f[x1x2; x3]; [y1]g.
Let Sm;n be the subset of Sm+n consisting of all (m;n)-shues. Gelfand
Kapranov and Zelevinsky [13] constructed a polytope in Rm+n+2 whose
vertexes correspond to Sm;n. This polytope is called a resultohedron and
denoted by Nm;n. We can realize Nm;n as a subset of m+n-permutohedron
Pm+n by considering the convexhull of fqm+n j  2 Sm;ng. We put Nm:0 =
N0;n = .
Now we consider the faces of Nm;n. For the vertexes we only consider
(m;n)-shue products f[x1; : : : ; xm]; [y1; : : : ; yn]g. But, for higher dimen-
sional faces we need to consider more complicated types.
Here, we just give some examples. N3;1 is a tetrahedron with vertexes:
v1 = x1x2x3y1, v2 = x1x2y1x3, v3 = x1y1x2x3 and v4 = y1x1x2x3. The
edges v1v2, v2v3 and v3v4 are denoted by x1x2fx3; y1g, x1fx2; y1gx3 and
fx1; y1gx2x3, respectively. On the other hand, the edges v1v3, v1v4 and
v2v4 are denoted by x1fx2x3; y1g, fx1x2x3; y1g and fx1x2; y1gx3, respec-
tively. Moreover, the faces v1v2v3, v1v2v4, v1v3v4 and v2v3v4 are denoted by
x1f[x2; x3]; y1g, f[x1x2; x3]; y1g, f[x1; x2x3]; y1g and f[x1; x2]; y1gx3, respec-
tively. Then the whole space N3;1 is denoted by f[x1; x2; x3]; yg.
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For N2;2 we have six vertexes v1 = x1x2y1y2, v2 = x1y1x2y2, v3 =
y1x1x2y2, v4 = x1y1y2x2, v5 = y1x1y2x2 and v6 = y1y2x1x2. There are
eleven edges v1v2, v1v3, v1v4, v1v6, v2v3, v2v4, v3v5, v3v6, v4v5, v4v6 and v5v6.
Moreover, we have seven faces. The face v1v2v3 is denoted by f[x1; x2]:y1gy2.
On the other hand, the face with vertexes v2; v3; v4; v5 is denoted by a se-
quence fx1; y1gfx2; y2g.
For more complicated case, the following sequence represents a 9 dimen-
sional face of N8;8
fx1; y1y2gf[x2x3; x4; x5x6]; [y3; y4y5]gx7fx8; [y5; y7y8]g:
In general, any face of Nm;n is denoted by a sequence 1 : : : t such that
each t is of the form f[i(t 1)+1; : : : ; i(t)]; [j(t 1)+1; : : : ; j(t)]g, where a is
a product of some xls, and b is a product of some yks.
There are basically two types of facets. The rst type is represented as
follows:
Nm;n(0; ) : x1f[x2; : : : ; xm]; [y1; : : : ; yn]g
Nm;n(i; ) : f[x1; : : : ; xixi+1; : : : ; xm]; [y1; : : : ; yn]g (1  i  m  1)
Nm;n(m; ) : f[x1; : : : ; xm 1]; [y1; : : : ; yn]gxm
Nm;n(; 0) : y1f[x1; : : : ; xm]; [y2; : : : ; yn]g
Nm;n(; j) : f[x1; : : : ; xm]; [y1; : : : ; yjyj+1; : : : ; yn]g (1  j  n  1)
Nm;n(; n) : f[x1; : : : ; xm]; [y1; : : : ; yn 1]gyn
By denition we have homeomorphisms:
@Ni; : Nm 1;n ! Nm;n(i; )
@N;j : Nm;n 1 ! Nm;n(; j)
The other type is represented by the product of two shue products as
f[x1; : : : ; xi]; [y1; : : : ; yj ]gf[xi+1; : : : ; xm]; [yj+1; : : : ; yn]g
for 0 < i < m and 0 < j < n. We denote this facet by Nm;n(i; j). By
denition we have a homeomorphism
@Ni;j : Ni;j Nm i;n j ! Nm;n(i; j)
Moreover, degeneracy operations sNk; : Nm;n ! Nm 1;n for 1  k  m
and sN;l : Nm;n ! Nm;n 1 for 1  l  n are dened corresponding to the
cases of xi =  and yj = . For the relations these operations obey see [21,
Lemma 2.2].
There are two denitions of higher homotopy commutativity by the re-
sultohedra: Ck(n)-form by Hemmi and Kawamoto [21], and C(k; l)-form by
Kishimoto and Kono [41].
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Denition 4.7. LetX be a topological monoid. A family of maps fQr;s : Nr;s
Xr+s ! Xg satisfying the following properties is called a Ck(n)-form on X
if the maps are dened for r; s  0, 1  r + s  n and s  k, and called a
C(k; l)-form on X if the maps are dened for 0  r  k and 0  s  l.
(1) Qr;0(; x1; : : : ; xr) = x1 : : : xr and Q0;s(; y1; : : : ; ys) = y1 : : : ys
(2) For 0  i  m and 0  j  n, we have
Qr;s(@
N
i;(a); x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys)
= x1Qr 1;s(a; x2; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys) if i = 0
= Qr 1;s(a; x1; : : : ; xixi+1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys) if 0 < i < r
= Qr 1;s(a; x1; : : : ; xr 1; y1; : : : ; ys)xr if i = m
Qr;s(@
N
;j(a); x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys)
= y1Qr;s 1(a; x1; : : : ; xr; y2; : : : ; ys) if j = 0
= Qr;s 1(a; x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; yjyj+1;    ; ys) if 0 < j < s
= Qr;s 1(a; x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys 1)ys if j = n
(3) For 0 < i < m and 0 < j < n, we have
Qr;s(@
N
i;j(a; b); x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys)
= Qi;j(a; x1; : : : ; xi; y1; : : : ; yj)Qr i;s j(b; xi+1; : : : ; xr; yj+1; : : : ; ys)
(4) If xi =  for 1  i  r, then
Qr;s(a; x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys)
= Qr 1;s(sNi;(a); x1; : : : ; x^i; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys)
and if yj =  for 1  j  s, then
Qr;s(a; x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; ys)
= Qr;s 1(sN;j(a); x1; : : : ; xr; y1; : : : ; y^j ; : : : ; ys)
A Ck(n)-space is a topological monoid X equipped with a Ck(n)-form, and
a C(k; l)-space is X equipped with a C(k; l)-form.
A homotopy commutative topological monoid is a Ck(2)-space with k =
1; 2 and a C(1; 1)-space. Moreover, any abelian monoid admits a C1(1)-
form. The relation with the Williams Cn-space is given as follows
Proposition 4.8 (Hemmi-Kawamoto [21, Proposition 4.5]). Any Ck(n)-
space is a Cn-space.
The above fact is proved by decomposing permutohedra by resultohedra.
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Now we describe properties that the classifying space of a Ck(n)-space
and a C(k; l)-space enjoy. A space X is called an H(k; l)-space if there is an
axial map
 : Pk(
X) Pl(
X)! X
so that (x; ) = k(x) and (; y) = s(y) for the inclusion i : Pi(
X) !
P1(
X) ' X. If there is an axial map
 :
[
0sk
Pn s(
X) Ps(
X)! X;
then X is called an Hk(n)-space. Both H(k;1)-space and Hk(1)-space are
equivalent to Tk-space by Aguade [2]. In particular, H-space, H(1;1)-
space and H1(1)-space are all equivalent.
Then we have the following
Theorem 4.9 (Hemmi-Kawamoto [21, Theorem A, Corollary 1.1], Kishi-
moto-Kono [41, Theorem 1.6]). Let X be a connected topological monoid.
(1) X admits an Ck(n)-form if and only if BX is an Hk(n)-space.
(2) X admits an Cn(n)-form if and only if BX is an H(n)-space.
(3) X admits an C(k; l)-form if and only if BX is an H(k; l)-space.
Hasui, Kishimoto and Tsutaya [14] generalized the above concepts and
dened C(k1; : : : ; kr)-space, which is a topological monoid X admitting an
axial map Pk1X      PkrX ! BX.
4.3. Hybrid of associativity and commutativity. In the denition of
higher homotopy commutativity, we need to multiply only n-elements of
the space. Thus it is natural to think of extending the denition to An-
spaces. To do so we need polytopes which are hybrid of associahedra and
permutohedra (or resultohedra).
The extension of Williams Cn-form to An-spaces is given by Hemmi and
Kawamoto [20]. The parameter spaces used there are permuto-associahedra,
which are introduced by Kapranov [34]. On the other hand, the extension of
C1(n)-form to An-spaces is given by Kawamoto [38], which is called Bn-form.
He showed that the parameter spaces for Bn-form are homeomorphic to
cyclohedra, which are introduced by Bott and Taubes [8] to study topological
descriptions of self-linking invariants of knots. For Ck(n)-form with k > 1,
no papers have been published treating this theme.
In any cases, the poset structures for the polytopes are easy to imagine.
Any face of Pn and Nm;n are represented by a sequence 12 : : : k for
some i suitably dened. Thus, to consider the case for An-spaces, we just
insert some pairs of meaningful parentheses to 12 : : : k. For example,
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from fx1; x5gx2fx3; x4g in P5, which is homeomorphic to P2  P2, we have
following sequences:
fx1; x5gx2fx3; x4g; (fx1; x5gx2)fx3; x4g; fx1; x5g(x2fx3; x4g)
The rst sequence represent a face homeomorphic to K3P2P2, and the
other sequences represent two faces of the rst one which are homeomorphic
to K2  P2  P2.
The following are the hybrid polytopes given from P3 and N2;1.
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From the above argument, all faces of Pn represent all facets of the n-
permuto-associahedron  n, and any lower dimensional face of  n is given
by inserting some pairs of parentheses in the sequence representing a face
of Pn. Let 12 : : : k be an ordered partition of x[n] of type (n1; : : : ; nk)
representing a face of Pn. Then the facet of  n corresponding to this se-
quence is homeomorphic to Kk  Pn1      Pnk . We denote this facet as
 n(1 : : : k), and we have a homeomorphism
@ 1:::k : Kk   n1       nk !  n(1 : : : k):
The degeneracy map s i :  n !  n 1 for 1  i  n is dened by removing
xi from x[n] and renumber xj+1 for j > i to xj . For example, we consider a
face (fx2gfx1; x4g)fx3; x5g. Then we have the following
s i ((fx2gfx1; x4g)fx3; x5g) = (fx1gfx3g)fx2; x4g if i = 1
= fx1; x3gfx2; x4g if i = 2
= (fx2gfx1; x3g)fx4g if i = 3
= (fx2gfx1g)fx3; x4g if i = 4
= (fx2gfx1; x4g)fx3g if i = 5
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For the relations these operations obey see [20, Propositions 2.1 and 2.2].
The extension of the Williams Cn-form to An-spaces is called ACn-form by
Hemmi-Kawamoto [20, Denition 3.1]. We skip the denition here.
On the other hand, in the case of C1(n)-form, the correspondence of the
parameter spaces to the cyclohedra is not so easy to imagine. We do not give
detail here, so readers who are interested in it should refer to the original
paper [38].
4.4. Homotopy commutative nite H-space. At the end of this paper,
we review the mod p torus theorems proved by several authors.
As is noted in the rst section, Hubbuck's torus theorem can be deduced
from the mod 2 torus theorem by Lin ([42]): for a simply connected H-
space X with nite F2-cohomology H(X;F2), if X admits a homotopy
commutative multiplication then H(X;F2) is acyclic. For an odd prime p,
Aguade and Smith [3, Corollary] showed a similar result under some strong
assumption: if X is a topological monoid with nite exterior Fp-cohomology
algebra for a prime p such that the classifying space BX is an H-space, then
X is mod p equivalent to a torus. It is clear that the assumption of this
theorem seems too strong. Therefore, many authors have assumed higher
homotopy commutativity of order p in some sense, instead.
Assertion 4.10. Let X be a simply connected H-space with nite Fp-cohomology
H(X;Fp) for an odd prime p. If X admits some kind of higher homotopy
commutativity of order p, then H( ~X;Fp) is acyclic,
The rst one showed the above theorem is McGibbon [46, Theorem 3]. In
his theorem, the assumption of the higher homotopy commutativity of order
p was the Sugawara Cp-form. Then, Hemmi [17, Theorem 1.1] used quasi Cp-
form as the assumption. Here, a quasi Cn-form on an An-space X is a family
of maps f'i : Ji()! Pi(X)g1in such that '1 = id, 'ijJi 1(X) = "i 1
'i 1 and i'i '
P
2Si i, where the symmetric group Si acts on the i-fold
smash product X [i] as the permutation of the factors, and the summationP
2Si i is dened by using the comultiplication of (X)
[i] ' i(X [i]).
Moreover, many authors have extended the mod p torus theorem for H-
spaces with Fp-cohomology not necessarily nite, such as Slack [51], Lin and
Williams [44], Lin [43], Broto and Crespo [9], Kawamoto [35], [36], [37] and
Kawamoto and Lin [39].
Acknowledgements: The author would like to express his gratitude to
the referee for useful comments and suggestions.
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